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CROSSHELL StISMIC MEASUREMENT OF TRANSVERSE ISOTROPY IN Vp AND (jP

P.A. Johnson, J.N. Albright and lf.S.Phillips

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Crosswell seismic measurements of apparent seismic Qp, Vp, and Vs

were made at the DOE Multi-Hell Experiment (MWX) site near Rifle,

Colcrado. The MHX wells penetrate gas-bearing low permeability

sandstones in the Mesa Verde formation at depths between 1950-2010

meters.

Numerous measurements of Qp were made between angles of 45and 135

degrees measured from ver:ica’1using a modification of the technique of

Fehler and Pearson (1984) in which measurement of P~ave amplitude

permits the calculation of Gp, once canpensation has been made for the

radfation pattern of the source and geometric spreading. The magnitude

of Qp and Vp are found to change with propagation angle. Minimum values

of Qp and maximum values of Vp were measured parallel to sedimentary

layering (15 and 4.75 km/s, respectively). A roughly linear increase in

Qp anl a decrease in Vp or.curswith i,!creaslnginclination of

propagation paths to horizontal bedding planes. At 50 degrees from

vertical a 90 percent increase in QP and a 7 percent decrease in V
P

relative to values in the horizontal direction were measmed. No change

in Vs was observed.

CRGSSHELL EXPERIMENT AND MEASUREMENTS

The closswell acoustic dab described in this papw were acquired

nt the DOE-Western Gas Sands Program MWX site near Rifle, Color.~do

(Northrop ●t. a’1.,1983). All measurements were conducted in the

coastal zone of ‘JMSMesa Verde formation between depths of 1950-2010

meters (Lorenz, 1984). The coastal zone Is dcmlnated by two low

permeabll?ty gas-bearing sandstone bodies, termed the Yellow and Red

sal~ds.

Data were obtained ty co~ducting a series of scans in two boreholes

spacocl37 meters apart as described below. A receiver Is held at a



constant depth in one borehole, while a transmitter in another bc!rehcrle

sweeps a vertical Interval above and below the receiver depth, firing at

a constant rate. The transmitter and receiver are then moved

predetermined vertical distances, and the process ts ~ep>ated again and

again (Figure 1). The transmitter and receiver consist of a

magnetostrictlve scroll and a segmented piezoelectric crystal,

respectively. The center frequency of the acoustic signal is 2.2 kHz

(Albright and Johnson, 1985).

TRANSVERSE ISOTROPY

tiehave assumed transverse isotropy for the re~ion of study (White

1965; Crampln et.al., 1985). A vertical axis of symnetry is ~mplicit

with the assumption of transverse isotropy. Transverse velocity

?sotropy is commonly observed in layered sedimentary rocks, both in situ——
and from laboratory studies (White 1965; Johrlsl;onand Toksoz, 1980;

Crampin, etal., 1984). Since layering Is corltir~uousfn all horizontal

directions at the scale of the region under study at the MWX-site,

transverse Isotropy is a reasonable approximation.

OBSERVED Vp ANISOTROPY

Crosswell compresslonal and shear wave veloclt-iesfrom the Mesa

Verde formation determined fot’the depth Intervsl 1952 - 2008 meters are

shown tn Figure 2. The experiment was designed such that the aperture

of observations was between 45 and 135 c!egreess~nce the signal was

extremely attenuated at angles less than 45 and gr?ater than 135

degrees, due to radiatiorlpattern effects and longer tr~vel paths. The

shear waves are assumed to be ●ntirely SV-waves sloes the source

radiation pattern Is compr~sed of cmly P and SV @ncrgy (Fehler and

Pearson, 1981). Note In the figure that in all cases, there Is o

consistent varlatlon of P- wave velocity with the afiqlebetween the

propagation dircctlcn and the wellbore.

Synthetic curves of velocity versus angle ctinbe produced through

the use of the transverse Isotropic wave equations Ye}’\’pand Vs. In



Stoneley’s (1949) notation,

1/2
Vp = (p + q /2~)

v
Sv = (P -q/20) 1’2

(1)

(2)

where

p = Cll sln2yz + C33COS27Z + C44

q = ([(cll - C44) slnz yz - (C33 - C44) Cos2 YZ12

1/2
+ 4 (C13 + C44)2sinz Yz Coszyz)

C and C13arc the elastic modull. The angle Yz isand C1lS C33* 44

measured from the vertical. At 90 degrees, equations (1) and (2)

slmpllfy such that Cll and C44 can be determined from the average
measured velocity (Table 1) und density (2.5 g/cc). BY then calculating

a suite of synthetic velocity curves that fit the data, we can estimate

the range of possible values of the moduli C33 and C13.

Ihe range of acceptable elastic nmduli determined for each sand

unit are listed in Table 1 for the range of velocity curves shown as

d~shed llnes in Figure 2. He allowed density to vary in the calculation

of the synthetic curves since the range of velocity curves did not

sufficiently match the observed data using only 2.5 g/cc. The fit of

the synthetic data is quite good ●xcept for shear wave datfinear YZW45

and 13S degrees. This may be an Indlcat?on that the ranges In C33 and

C13 are somewhat larger than in Table 1.

OBSERVED $ ANISOTROPY

Reprezentatlve scans of apparent QP and normalized amplItude (NA)

versus angle measured from the vertical are shown in Figure 3. Thq NA

data, corrected only for geometric spleading, are normalized to 1 meter.

Qp is correctid for radiation pattern using F~hler and Pearson’s (1981)



technique. The receiver position for each scan, indicated ju~t Inside

the left abscissa in each plot, is tiken to be Z = O or Zo, and

therefore always corresponds to the horizontal trajectory, or 90

degrees. As can be seen from the location uf receiver positions In the

figure, the sc~ns were chosen to show results for both upward

propagation (Figure 3a, b) and downward propagation (Figure 3c, d)

through the region from 1960 - 2000 meters. The large digressions of

both Qp and NA in Figure 3are due to locally high Qp strata and/or

focusing effects-

It is clear from Figure 2 that for travel paths along increasing

and decreasing angles from the hwlzontil (Flgurcs 3a,b and 3:,d,

respectively), Qp Increases by as much as 5(Jpercent. Proof that the

trend is not related to the source radiation pattern Is demonstrated by

the NA dati which are correct?d only for geometric sprcadlng. The NA

data show ati Increase with angles away from the horizontal. Since the

ticvizontilpath has the minimum length, the NA data should be at a

maximum along this path and If Qp is constint, should decrease with

lcnger travel paths, vIz., at angles both decreasing and increasing from

90 degrees (Figure 1). In fact, the opposite trer,doccurs; the NA data

maintain the same value (Figure 3d) or increase (Figures 3a,b,c:)with

in~reasing travel path length. This observation necessarily implles
that Qp must be increasing at angles away from the horizontal.

Furthermore, the Increase in Qp away from the horizontal cannot be due

to a focusing effect since the t?enc!is observed In both downward and

upward passing rays through the same strata.

Few publlshed results of QO measured In two directions exist in the

llter?ture I.e., parallel and perpendicular to bedding planes. Bradley

and Fort (1966) tablulate’ Q for various rocks I’rommany different

authcrs. Excluding shales, to our knowledge, all values of Qp measured

in sedimentary iocks show the opposite trend to our observations, I.e.,

with decreasfog veloclty, C)palso decrea~es. From laboratory

observations of Colorado oil shale, Johnstor!and Toksoz (1980) show that

Qpand Vp parallel to bedding are about 5(Iand 85 percent ~espectlvely,

of that perpendicular to bcddlng under pressures comparable to In situ.— —



pressures at the MHX-site. However, since there is little or no shale

content In the strati from which the data were collected for this study

(Lorenz, 1984), the hypothesized atteiiuationmechanism by Johnston and

Toksoz (1980) for the Colorado oil shale cannot be responsible for our

observations.

An important loss mechanism normal to bedding In other sedimentary

rocks is due to layering in the form of transmission through layer

Interfaces and fntrabe~ multiples (Schoenberger and Levin, 1974). Since

our observations show that Qp fncreases away from the horizontal,

layering must have a second~ry effect on Qp or else is largely

nonexistent in the Red and Yellow sands. Thus, there are three possible

explanations for the observed trend in Qp. First, squirting ‘low (Mavko

and Nur, 1979; Johnsto~ and Toksoz, 1980) Is the favored intrinsic

attenuation mechanism at the frequency and estimated differential

pressure and satut’aticn of the Red and Yellow sands. Assuming elongated

pores parallel to bedding, the squirting flow mechanism may be

directionally dependent. Secondly, the geometry of the sands themselves

My explaln the observation, i.e., channel deposited sands have many

differelitposslb?e combinations of crossbeddlriq which may be Influential

to wave propagation. Third, a combination of both one and two may be

the cause of the change In Qp with dfrectlon. Presently, we cannct be

certiln of the mechanism(s) Involved giving us the unique observation in

the trend of Op.



TABLE 1. Ranges ot elastic constints determined for the Yellow and Red
Sands.

YELLOM RED

Vphorlzontal 4.72 ~0.07 4.77 ~o.07 (km/s)

VShorizontal 2.72.20.03 2.92 tO.05 (km/s)

Cll 5.7 5.8 (X1O1l dyne/cm2)

C33 4.0 - 19.0 4.0- 19.0 (X1O1l dyne/cm21

C13 3.0 - 4.7 3.0- 4.7 (x:(l~odyne/cm2)

C44 1.8 2.1 (X1O1l dyne/cm2)

Density 2.20 - 2.60 2.25 - 2.60 (fJ/CC)



Figme Capt~ons

Figure 1. Schematic cross-section showing crosswell data scan

geontry. The receiver borehole at left (MMX-2) is along

the z-axis. Each dark circle represents a receiver

position. A single data scan is obtained by moving the

transmitter from 45 to 135 degrees while continually iiring.

Only a few receiver positions displaying ray paths have been

drawn; the remaining ray paths are implied. Inset shows

axes of scan geometry. Alpha is 45 and Beta is 90 degrees.

Figure 2. Observed crosswell impressional and shear (SV) wave

velocities in the Red and Yellow sands. Dashed lines c!enote

ranges of synthetically determined velocities. Data from

all scans in the Yellow and Red sands are plotted.

Figure 3. Apparent Qp (solid line) and normalized amplitude (dashed

lfne) versus angle yzo The thin lines have been drawn as a

visual aid.
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